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Background and purpose: Despite the notable benefits of physical activity for chronic

pain, a large proportion of patients with chronic pain report that they do not receive activity-

related recommendations from their providers. Research suggests that patient factors such as

weight and gender influence activity-related recommendations for chronic pain. Research

also suggests that appraisals of the intensity and cause of pain may explain these weight and

gender effects. We investigated the influence of patient weight and gender on observers’

likelihood of recommending activity-related treatments for pain. We also explored the

mediating effects of observers’ ratings of pain severity and the extent to which pain was

due to medical and lifestyle factors (pain attribution).

Patients and methods: Healthy young adults (N=616; 76% female) viewed videos (Ghent

Pain Videos of Daily Activities) and vignettes of 4 patients with chronic back pain perform-

ing a standardized functional task. Patients varied by gender (female, male) and weight

(normal, obese), but were otherwise equivalent on demographic characteristics and pain

behaviors. Participants rated how much pain they perceived the patients to be experiencing,

the extent to which they attributed the pain to medical and lifestyle factors, and their

likelihood of recommending exercise, physical therapy (PT), and rest.

Results: Patient weight and gender significantly interacted to influence exercise, PT, and rest

recommendations. Both pain intensity and pain attribution mediated the relationships

between patient weight and activity recommendations; however, these mediation effects

differed across gender and recommendation type.

Conclusion: Patient weight and gender influenced laypeople’s activity recommendations for

chronic pain. Moreover, the results suggest that observers’ perceptions of pain intensity and

pain attributions are mechanisms underlying these effects. If these findings are replicated in

providers, interventions may need to be developed to reduce provider biases and increase

their recognition of the benefits of physical activity for chronic pain.
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Introduction
Physical activity, including exercise and physical therapy (PT), is a critical compo-

nent of chronic pain care. Exercise has been found to reduce pain,1–4 prevent and

reduce obesity,1,5,6 and increase quality of life1 in patients with chronic pain. Early

PT following a new primary care consultation for low back pain has been asso-

ciated with lower medical costs and healthcare utilization.7 Despite these benefits,

many patients with chronic pain do not receive activity-related recommendations

from their providers. Some findings indicate that less than half of patients with
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arthritis, back pain, and neck pain are advised to be phy-

sically active.7,8 Furthermore, restrictive recommendations

such as bed-rest are common,9 despite such behaviors

being discouraged by clinical guidelines for pain.2

Several patient factors have been shown to influence

providers’ treatment decisions, both in general10 and spe-

cifically in regard to chronic pain.11–15 Weight is one such

factor. Chronic pain and obesity are highly comorbid, with

bidirectional adverse impacts.16–20 Moreover, laypersons

hold biases about people with obesity,21 including biases

about physical activity.22,23 For example, strong anti-fat

biases have been found in gym goers and fitness

professionals.24 Negative attitudes and stereotypes about

patients with overweight/obesity have also been identified

in medical students and physicians,25 where patients’

weight has been found to influence provider decisions.

Specifically, providers spend less time with patients with

overweight/obesity and may fail to consider treatment

options beyond advising patients to lose weight.26

Alternatively, some evidence suggests that patients with

chronic pain and overweight/obesity are actually more

likely than normal weight patients to receive activity

advice from their doctor.14 Gender is another patient factor

found to influence physical activity recommendations.14 In

the general public, gender stereotypes related to physical

activity suggest that men are more athletic than women

and that men and women participate in different types of

physical activity.27,28 Like weight, patient gender has been

shown to influence providers’ treatment recommendations

for pain.29 Women are at greater risk of having their pain

undertreated compared to men. For example, women in

pain are more likely to have their symptoms attributed to

psychological factors such as anxiety and less likely to be

prescribed/administered analgesic medication.29–31 On the

other hand, one population-based study found that women

with arthritis-related pain were more likely to report hav-

ing received activity advice from their doctor.14

In addition to their independent impact on pain-related

decisions, emerging evidence suggests patient weight and

gender have interactive effects. For example, laypersons,

medical students, and physicians have been found to give

different treatment recommendations to men and women

across weight categories.15,25 In a study on treatment

recommendations made by healthy young adults, Miller

et al found that male patients of normal weight were more

likely to be recommended opioids than female patients,

but the pattern was reversed if they had obesity.15 Previous

literature also suggests that observer appraisals regarding

the source and intensity of patient pain are likewise

affected by patient weight and gender. In terms of pain

intensity, a large body of work indicates that pain is more

likely to be underestimated and discounted in women than

men.15,29,32–34 This underestimation may be due to the fact

that women are more pain sensitive and are also more

likely to have their pain attributed to psychological

factors.35 A recent study found that pain intensity ratings

were different depending on both the weight and gender of

the patient.15 Pain attribution, or the believed cause of

pain, is another appraisal that appears to differ depending

on the weight and gender of the patient.15,29 Miller et al15

found that laypersons rated medical factors as the more

likely cause of pain for male patients with normal and

overweight compared to weight-matched females, whereas

female patients of all weight categories were more likely

to have the cause of their pain attributed to psychological

factors compared to weight-matched male patients.

Collectively, these results suggest that weight and gender

differences in activity-related recommendations for pain

may be driven by differences in observers’ (laypeople

and providers) perception regarding the intensity and

source of pain in men vs women and normal vs overweight

patients.

The purpose of this study was to: 1) examine how

patient weight and gender influence layperson’s activity-

related recommendations for chronic pain, and 2) explore

the role of pain intensity and pain attribution in this con-

text. We hypothesized that patient weight and gender

would have unique and interactive effects on participants’

likelihood of recommending exercise, PT, and rest.

Additionally, we hypothesized that participants’ percep-

tions and attributions of patients’ pain would mediate

(ie, explain) the relationship between weight and activity-

related recommendations, and that these mediation effects

would differ for male and female patients. This study aims

to contribute important new information about weight and

gender biases in laypeople, which will advance our under-

standing of the extent to which such biases are products of

society at large or specific to the healthcare setting. Such

understanding is key to intervention development; thus,

these findings will be of interest to clinicians working

with patients with chronic pain and educators training the

next generation of clinical providers. The clinical rele-

vance of this study is also heightened by the fact that

chronic pain and obesity are public health concerns on

their own, are highly comorbid, and adversely impact

each other.16–20
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Methods
Participants
This study is a secondary analysis of data used in a pre-

vious paper.15 Six hundred and sixteen undergraduates

were recruited from the University of North Texas (UNT,

n=189; 69.3% female) and Indiana University - Purdue

University Indianapolis (IUPUI, n=427; 78.9% female).

Participants were recruited through an online research

participation platform and were compensated with course

credit.

Procedure
All procedures were completed online and approved by the

IUPUI and UNT institutional review boards. Participants

used a unique ID code to access an online portal. After

providing informed consent and demographic information,

participants were given the following directions:

You will now see pictures of six different chronic pain

patients. Imagine that these patients are seeking treatment

from you. Along with each picture, you will get specific

information about each patient. Following the picture of

each patient, you will see a video of the patient performing

a physical activity as part of their standard physical eva-

luation. In total, you will be presented with six video clips

and will be asked questions following each video. Closely

examine all of the information for each patient. This study

aims to understand how laypeople formulate an impression

of patients.

Patient videos and vignettes were then displayed in ran-

dom order, and participants made recommendation ratings

and appraisals for each patient-vignette pair. The study

took approximately 45 mins to complete.

Stimulus Set
Participants viewed videos of patients with chronic low

back pain who consented to be videotaped for research

purposes. Eight videos that varied by gender (male or

female) and weight (underweight, normal, overweight, or

obese) were selected from the Ghent Pain Videos of Daily

Activities (G-PAVIDA)12 for the parent study. Readers are

referred elsewhere12,15 for detailed descriptions of the pro-

cedures used to generate these videos, as well as the process

of categorizing and matching videos across patient demo-

graphic and clinical variables. Readers may also contact

Dr Liesbet Goubert (Liesbet.Goubert@UGent.be) for more

information on G-PAVIDA and their use for research pur-

poses. Briefly, all patients were Caucasian adults (mean

age=52.4 [12.3] years) who were matched on attractiveness

across weight categories. Body mass index (BMI) standards

established by the Centers for Disease Control and

Prevention36 were used to categorize patients into under-

weight, normal weight, overweight, or obese categories. To

confirm the subjective salience of these objective weight

classifications, we conducted an unpublished pilot study

wherein healthy young adults categorized (twice for relia-

bility purposes) the patients into underweight, normal

weight, overweight, and obese categories. These subjective

ratings were then compared to the objective BMI data to

select the patients that best represented their respective

weight categories. Each video included a full-length frontal

view of a patient performing a standardized sit-to-stand

task. Pain expression/behavior was matched at a moderate

level for each patient. We categorized and matched the

aforementioned patient variables across videos so as to

mitigate potential confounding effects, thus, resulting in

stronger inferences about the effects of patient weight and

gender on participants’ ratings. Each video was accompa-

nied by a text vignette that included relevant personal

(ie, occupation) and medical (ie, details of pain) informa-

tion; these vignettes were randomly paired with videos of

gender-concordant patients (see supplementary materials).

Based on the aims of this paper, we analyzed the four

videos that focused on patients who were normal weight

or had obesity and excluded the videos of patients in under-

weight and overweight categories.

Measures
After viewing each patient, participants made several apprai-

sal ratings and indicated how likely they were to make

various activity-related recommendations. Participants used

separate digital VASs ranging from 0 to 100 to make their

ratings.

Patient Appraisals

Pain intensity was assessed using the following question:

“How much pain do you think this patient was experien-

cing?” [No pain to Worst possible pain].

Pain attribution was assessed using two questions: “In

your opinion, what proportion of the patient’s pain is likely

due to lifestyle factors (eg, diet, exercise)?” [0% to 100%]

and “In your opinion, what proportion of the patient’s pain

is likely due to medical factors (eg, nerve or muscle

damage)?” [0% to 100%]. To create a single pain attribu-

tion variable, a difference score was created for each

participant by subtracting their VAS rating for lifestyle
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factors from their VAS rating for medical factors. Thus,

each participant had a single continuous rating of attribu-

tion, such that higher ratings indicated that participants

perceived the patients’ pain was more due to medical

factors than lifestyle factors.

Treatment Recommendations

Participants made the following recommendations for each

patient: “How likely are you to recommend that this

patient:” 1) “Engage in lifestyle activities such as diet

and exercise?” [Not at all likely to Extremely likely], 2)

“Seek consultation from a physical therapist?” [Not at all

likely to Extremely likely], and 3) “Rest; greatly reduce

their physical activity?” [Not at all likely to Extremely

likely].

Data Analytic Approach
SPSS version 24 was used for all analyses.

Descriptive statistics were used to summarize partici-

pant characteristics. Visual inspection of the scatterplots

indicated that there were no outliers, and this was con-

firmed by the fact that all values were within 3.29 standard

deviations of the mean.37 Thus, all data were retained for

analyses. Separate 2×2 repeated measures analyses of var-

iance were used to examine the effect of patient weight

(normal or obese) and patient gender (male or female) on

participants’ recommendation ratings for exercise, PT, and

rest. Main and interaction effects were tested for each

analysis. If the interaction effects were significant, the

main effects were not reported.

Repeated measures parallel mediation analyses were

conducted using Montoya and Hayes’ MEMORE macro12

with 5000 bootstrap samples to examine the extent to which

participants’ appraisals (ie, pain intensity and attribution

[difference score]) mediated the relationship between

patient weight/gender and participants’ treatment recom-

mendations. Separate parallel mediation models were con-

ducted for male and female patients. These mediation

analyses allowed us to examine possible mechanisms (ie,

pain intensity and attribution) explaining the relationship

between patient weight and treatment recommendations.

Results
The final sample was 65.6% White, 9.7% Black, 9.4%

Asian, 6.5% Multi-racial, 5.5% Hispanic, 0.8% Alaskan

Native/Native American, 0.3% Native Hawaiian or Pacific

Islander, and 2.2% not specified. The sample was 76%

female and had a mean age of 20.26 years (SD=4.53).

Weight×Gender Interactions
Exercise Recommendations

The results indicated a significant interaction between

patients’ weight and gender (F(1,614)=22.87, p<0.001,

ηp
2=0.04) for exercise recommendations (see Figure 1).

Patients with obesity received significantly higher exer-

cise recommendations than their gender-matched normal

weight counterparts, and this effect was more pro-

nounced for female patients (mean difference [MD]

=20.89, p<0.001) than male patients (MD=14.25,

p<0.001).

PT Recommendations

The results indicated a significant interaction between

patients’ weight and gender (F(1,614)=121.72, p<0.001,

ηp
2=0.17) for PT recommendations (see Figure 1).

Compared to normal weight women, women with obesity

received significantly higher PT recommendations

(MD=12.24, p<0.001), but this pattern was reversed for

normal weight and men with obesity (MD=−7.17, p<0.001).

Rest Recommendations

The results indicated a significant interaction between

patients’ weight and gender (F(1,614)=31.35, p<0.001,

ηp
2=0.05) for recommendations to rest (see Figure 1).

Normal weight men were significantly more likely to

receive a rest recommendation than were men with obe-

sity (MD=11.10, p<0.001). Although a similar pattern

emerged for normal weight women and women with

obesity, the difference was not significant (MD=2.20,

p=0.086).

Mediation Analyses
Exercise Recommendations

For male patients, there was a significant total indirect

effect of patient weight on the likelihood of receiving an

exercise recommendation via pain intensity and pain

attribution (total indirect effect=−5.88; 95% CI: −7.90,
−4.02). However, only pain attribution ratings (indirect

effect=−5.72; 95% CI: −7.84, −3.84), but not pain inten-

sity ratings (indirect effect=−0.16; 95% CI: −1.05, 0.70),
significantly mediated the effect of patient weight on

participants’ exercise recommendations. Compared to

their normal weight counterparts, patients with obesity

were more likely to have their pain attributed to lifestyle

factors than to medical factors, which was associated

with a higher likelihood of recommending exercise for

male patients. Pairwise contrasts indicated that the
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indirect path through pain attribution was significantly

larger than the indirect path through pain intensity (con-

trast=5.56; 95% CI: 3.29, 8.09).

For female patients, there was a significant total

indirect effect of patient weight on the likelihood of

receiving an exercise recommendation via pain intensity

and pain attribution (total indirect effect=−10.36; 95%

CI: −14.35, −6.43). Both pain intensity (indirect effect=

−4.42; 95% CI: −7.58, −1.42) and pain attribution

(indirect effect=−5.94; 95% CI: −8.21, −3.76) ratings

significantly mediated the effect of patient weight on

exercise recommendations. Compared to their normal

weight counterparts, female patients with obesity were

perceived to be in more pain and were more likely to

have their pain attributed to lifestyle factors than to

medical factors, and these differences were associated

with a higher likelihood of female patients receiving an

exercise recommendation. Pairwise contrasts indicated

that the indirect paths through pain intensity and

pain attribution were not significantly different (con-

trast=1.12; 95% CI: −2.19, 5.10). Figure 2 shows the

results of the analysis in the model.

Figure 1 Rated likelihood of giving a physical activity recommendation.

Note: There was a significant interaction between patient weight and gender on participants’ exercise, physical therapy, and rest recommendations. *P<0.05 for the mean

differences.

Figure 2 Mediation model for weight on exercise recommendation through pain intensity and attribution.

Note: aFemale patients with obesity were rated as being in more pain than female patients with normal weight, bbut the opposite effect was found for male patients. cFor

both male and female patients, participants were more likely to attribute the cause of pain to lifestyle factors if the patient had obesity and to medical factors if the patient

was normal weight. dWhen participants attributed pain more to lifestyle than medical factors, they were more likely to recommend exercise to patients. *Indicates that the

confidence intervals did not cross zero.
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PT Recommendations

For male patients, there was a significant total indirect

effect of patient weight on the likelihood of receiving a

PT recommendation via pain intensity and pain attribution

(total indirect effect=6.40; 95% CI: 4.26, 8.69).

Participants’ pain intensity (indirect effect=3.17; 95% CI:

1.97, 4.56) and pain attribution (indirect effect=3.23; 95%

CI: 1.03, 5.53) ratings both significantly mediated the

effect of patient weight on PT recommendations. Male

patients with obesity were perceived to be in less pain

and were more likely to have their pain attributed to life-

style factors than to medical factors, and these differences

were associated with a lower likelihood of receiving a PT

recommendation compared to their normal weight counter-

parts. Pairwise contrasts indicated that the indirect paths

through pain intensity and pain attribution were not sig-

nificantly different (contrast=−0.05; 95% CI: −2.98, 2.97).
For female patients, there was a significant total indir-

ect effect of patient weight on the likelihood of receiving a

PT recommendation via pain intensity and pain attribution

(total indirect effect=−10.01; 95% CI: −13.57, −6.40).

Participants’ pain intensity ratings (indirect effect=

−11.59; 95% CI: −14.57, −8.63), but not their pain attribu-

tion ratings (indirect effect=1.58; 95% CI: −0.30, 3.53),

significantly mediated the effect of patient weight on PT

recommendations. Female patients with obesity were per-

ceived to be in more pain than their normal weight coun-

terparts, and this difference was associated with a higher

likelihood of receiving a PT recommendation. Because

one indirect effect was positive and the other was negative,

the pairwise contrast cannot be used to determine if the

indirect effects are significantly different; however, intero-

cular examination suggests that the pain intensity effect

was larger than the pain attribution effect. Figure 3 shows

the results of the analysis in the model.

Rest Recommendations

For male patients, there was a significant total indirect

effect of patient weight on the likelihood of receiving a

rest recommendation via pain intensity and pain attribution

(total indirect effect=5.60; 95% CI: 3.35, 7.88).

Participants’ pain intensity (indirect effect=2.38; 95% CI:

1.30, 3.51) and attribution (indirect effect=3.22; 95% CI:

0.97, 5.48) ratings both significantly mediated the effect of

patient weight on rest recommendations. Compared to

their normal weight counterparts, male patients with obe-

sity were perceived to be in less pain and were more likely

to have their pain attributed to lifestyle factors than to

medical factors, and these differences were associated

with a lower likelihood of receiving a rest recommenda-

tion. Pairwise contrasts indicated that the indirect paths

through pain intensity and pain attribution were not sig-

nificantly different (contrast=−0.84; 95% CI: −3.52, 1.88).
For female patients, the total indirect effect of patient

weight on the likelihood of receiving a rest recommenda-

tion via pain intensity and pain attribution was not signifi-

cant (total indirect effect=−1.61; 95% CI: −5.77, 2.40);

however, the specific indirect effects for both were

Figure 3 Mediation model for weight on physical therapy recommendation through pain intensity and attribution.

Note: aFemale patients with obesity were rated as being in more pain than female patients with normal weight, bbut the opposite effect was found for male patients. cFor

both male and female patients, participants were more likely to attribute the cause of the pain to lifestyle factors if the patient had obesity and to medical factors if the

patient was normal weight. dWhen participants attributed pain more to lifestyle than medical factors, they were less likely to recommend PT to patients. *Indicates that the

confidence intervals did not cross zero.
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significant. Because the specific indirect effects were in

opposite directions – negative for pain intensity (indirect

effect=−5.35; 95% CI: −8.48, −2.31) and positive for pain

attribution (indirect effect=3.74; 95% CI: 1.48, 6.08) –

they cancelled each other out, leading to a non-significant

total indirect effect as well as a non-significant total effect

for the model (total effect=2.21; 95% CI: −0.29, 4.72).

Results of the specific effects indicated that female

patients with obesity were perceived to be in more pain,

which was associated with a higher likelihood of receiving

a rest recommendation compared to their normal weight

counterparts. Female patients with obesity also were more

likely to have their pain attributed to lifestyle factors than

their normal weight counterparts; however, this difference

was associated with a lower likelihood of receiving a rest

recommendation. Because one indirect effect was positive

and the other was negative, the pairwise contrast cannot be

used to determine if the indirect effects are significantly

different; however, interocular examination suggests that

the effects were similar in magnitude. Figure 4 shows the

results of the analysis in the model.

Discussion
The current study examined the influence of patient weight

and gender on laypeople’s physical activity-related recom-

mendations for chronic pain. We also examined the med-

iating role that perceived pain intensity and pain

attribution played in the above relationship. Consistent

with hypothesis one, weight and gender interacted to

significantly influence exercise, PT, and rest recommenda-

tions. Hypothesis two was also supported, such that pain

intensity and pain attribution mediated the relationship

between weight and activity recommendations. Moreover,

these mediation relationships differed across gender and

activity recommendations.

Male and female patients with obesity were more

likely to receive an exercise recommendation than normal

weight patients. The pattern of findings was different for

PT. Normal weight male patients were more likely to

receive a PT recommendation than male patients with

obesity, but the pattern was reversed for women (normal

weight women were less likely to receive a PT recom-

mendation than women with obesity). For both men and

women, normal weight patients were more likely to

receive a rest recommendation than were patients with

obesity, and this difference was more pronounced for

male patients. These weight-by-gender interactions are

consistent with previous findings that patient character-

istics, specifically demographic features like race and

gender, influence providers’ opinions and recommenda-

tions for pain management.10,14,15 Similar to medical

staff and other providers included in previous studies,9,15

the laypeople in our study gave different rest recommen-

dations according to the weight and gender of the patient.

This is important given that current pain treatment guide-

lines encourage activity and discourage bed rest.2,38

We additionally explored participant-rated pain intensity

and pain attribution as reasons why these activity-related

Figure 4 Mediation model for weight on rest recommendation through pain intensity and attribution.

Note: aFemale patients with obesity were rated as being in more pain than female patients with normal weight, bbut the opposite effect was found for male patients. cFor

both male and female patients, participants were more likely to attribute the cause of pain to lifestyle factors if the patient had obesity and to medical factors if the patient

was normal weight. dWhen participants attributed pain more to lifestyle than medical factors, they were less likely to recommend rest to patients. *Indicates that the

confidence intervals did not cross zero.
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recommendations varied across weight and gender. The

results indicated that both factors mediated the relationship

between patient weight and activity recommendations, how-

ever, these effects differed for male and female patients. For

female patients, higher pain intensity ratings were associated

with higher recommendations for exercise, PT, and rest. For

male patients, having a lower pain intensity rating was asso-

ciated with a higher likelihood of receiving recommenda-

tions for exercise, but a lower likelihood of receiving

recommendations for PT and rest. Compared to normal

weight counterparts, both male and female patients with

obesity had the cause of their pain attributed more to lifestyle

than medical factors – this difference was associated with a

higher likelihood of receiving an exercise recommendation

and a lower likelihood of receiving PT or rest recommenda-

tions. To our knowledge, this is the first study to use experi-

mental methods to examine how perceptions of pain intensity

and attribution influence physical activity recommendations.

Our findings support previous findings that suggest symptom

severity influences such recommendations.9,39 Further, our

findings indicate that the influence of pain intensity differs

depending on patient gender and type of activity recommen-

dation and likewise align with healthcare providers’

self-report that pain history, including cause of pain, influ-

ences their recommendations.39

Perceptions of pain intensity and pain attribution in

others may be informed by two competing frameworks –

biomedical or biopsychosocial. A fundamental tenet of the

biomedical model is that illness has a biological cause.40,41

In this sense, pain is assumed to have medical (ie, biolo-

gical) underpinnings. Alternatively, observers – whether

laypersons or providers – may assume a more biopsycho-

social perspective, which holds that biological, psycholo-

gical, and social factors interact to affect illness and

health.40,41 From this perspective, pain may be informed

by a number of causal/contributing factors owing less to

medical pathology (eg, tissue damage) and more to life-

style factors (eg, behaviors) and psychosocial influences

(eg, maladaptive cognitions). Although observers from

either framework may attribute pain to medical or lifestyle

factors, those from the biomedical perspective who attri-

bute pain to a medical cause may be reluctant to make

activity-related recommendations given that such activities

may be seen as failing to address the underlying biological

cause of pain. However, if individuals from a biomedical

perspective consider the pain to be caused by lifestyle or

psychological factors, they could be more willing to

recommend lifestyle adjustments such as exercise and

dietary changes. While the biopsychosocial model is the

standard of care, especially for chronic pain,42 evidence

suggests that many medical schools fail to educate stu-

dents on the psychosocial aspects of pain;43–45 thus, the

biomedical model continues to dominate clinical practice.

While obesity has been found to increase pain through

biological mechanisms such as inflammation or pressure on

the joints,46 the cause of obesity is often seen as a personal

failure attributed to lifestyle factors.21,47,48 Research also

suggests that women are more likely than men to have their

pain attributed to psychological factors.15,33,49 Collectively,

the aforementioned research may help explain the current

findings that both male and female patients with obesity – but

particularly female patients – were more likely to have their

pain attributed to lifestyle causes and, consequently, were

more likely to be recommended exercise than normal weight

patients. This interpretation may be particularly relevant for

participants grounded in a biomedical perspective. In con-

trast, individuals with a biopsychosocial perspective may be

more likely to view physical activity as a legitimate treatment

that can improve pain regardless of its source. Consequently,

they may be more likely to recommend physical activity for

pain regardless of patients’ weight, gender, or underlying

cause. Given that the biomedical perspective is common

among laypeople and providers in the USA,43,50 this could

be a potential barrier to physical activity recommendations

for patients with characteristics that lead a provider to believe

that there is a medical cause of the pain. A different pattern

was found for PT, suggesting that PT may be viewed differ-

ently than exercise as an intervention. While we could not

statistically compare the male and female mediation models,

it appears that participant rated pain intensity had a larger

absolute and relative (to attribution) indirect (ie, mediated)

impact on PT recommendations for female patients, whereas

participant rated pain attribution had a larger absolute (but

not relative) indirect impact on PT recommendations for

male patients. It is likely that participants viewed pain inten-

sity and attribution as differentially important when recom-

mending PT or exercise depending on gender of the patient.

Fear-avoidance beliefs may also play a role in the

relationships observed herein. Observers (and patients)

with such beliefs are overly concerned about the potential

pain- and injury-inducing effects of physical activity.51,52

Previous research has demonstrated that when providers

score high on fear-avoidance measures, they are more

likely to recommend bed rest and less likely to recommend

physical activity for patients with back pain.53 Observers’

fear-avoidance beliefs may have differential effects for
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patients of varying weights. For example, if pain is attrib-

uted to lifestyle factors (as tended to be the case for

patients with obesity), observers may be less concerned

(fearful) about recommending exercise. In contrast, if pain

is attributed to a medical cause or injury (as tended to be

the case for normal weight patients), observers may have

higher fear about exacerbating this underlying biological

cause, which may elicit recommendations for rest instead

of activity. Similarly, previous studies have found that

women are more likely to have their pain attributed to

psychological factors;15,28,35 as such, providers may be

less fearful about recommending they engage in physical

activity (rather than rest) compared to men whose pain is

more often attributed to medical factors or injury.

Although these weight and gender “main effects” have a

simple and intuitive appeal, the current results suggest a

more complex interaction between patient weight and

gender on observers’ pain attributions and, consequently,

physical activity recommendations. Future research is

needed to determine whether and how observer fear and

conceptual orientation to pain fits into these relationships.

Strengths And Limitations
Previous research has been limited by the use of non-

experimental methods like chart reviews or the use of

clinical vignettes that fail to reflect a clinical setting. Our

study involved videos of real patients that are standardized

and used an experimental design which allows for greater

confidence in causal inferences. Moreover, participants

were from two different regions of the country, which

increases the generalizability of the results. However,

because participants were laypersons, it is an open question

as to whether these results generalize to health care provi-

ders. Additionally, the high female to male participant ratio

may limit generalizability given evidence that male and

female providers differ in their analgesic prescribing

decisions.54 Further, our results are limited by the relatively

young age of participants. Much like pain sensitivity

changes over time,55 treatment recommendations to others

may be influenced by one’s own experiences of pain.

Therefore, it would be worthwhile to investigate these rela-

tionships in an older sample of participants. Our study is

also limited by the use of videos of all White, middle-aged

patients. Given previous findings about the impact of both

race and age on provider decisions,56,57 future studies may

explore these effects across different race and age groups.

As the study was completed online, we were unable to

account for environmental factors, such as the presence of

other people that may have influenced participants’ recom-

mendations. Finally, potentially important information

about participant characteristics, such as weight/BMI, fear--

avoidance beliefs, and knowledge/experience concerning

pain treatments, were not collected but should be explored

in future studies.

Implications
The current findings suggest that laypeople hold weight

and gender-related beliefs that impact their opinion on

physical activity recommendations for patients in pain.

By examining these relationships in laypeople, we can

better understand when and where these biases may

develop. Given the relatively young age of the sample,

our findings suggest that these biases may develop early in

life, before (future) providers enter medical training pro-

grams. Because these biases may be linked to age and/or

experience, future longitudinal research should examine

their within- and between-person change over time. The

consequences of such biases are important, given that

chronic pain and obesity are highly comorbid,16–20 physi-

cal activity is a critical component of chronic pain care,4,58

patients who receive a recommendation to become physi-

cally active are more likely to adhere to physical activity

guidelines,59 and many patients are hesitant or afraid to

participate in physical activity without their doctors’

approval.60,61 If the findings from the current study are

replicated in providers, interventions may need to be

developed to reduce provider biases and increase their

awareness of evidence-based activity interventions for

patients regardless of weight and gender.
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